EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN U18s 4 – K SPORTS 1
By Andy Willis
UNDER 18’S DOMINANT IN LEAGUE OPENER
U18’s Wasps kicked off their league campaign with a fine performance at home to K Sports.
In a game where the U18’S Wasps controlled the tempo and looked after the ball for large portions
of the game in what proved to be a competent display from the Isthmian Youth side.
The opening goal arrived just 7 minutes in. Joe Green broke down the right hand side and whipped a
ball into the box where Matthew Kisenyi’s header ricocheted back to the edge of the box where an
on coming Aden Radojevic slammed the ball home on the half volley from 16 yards.
The second arrived on 23 minutes and was a moment to savour. A Joe Green corner was swung into
the 6 yard box as the ball popped up, Skipper Jamie Rodd finished with a scintillating over kick to
give the young Wasps a 2-0 advantage.
Just 2 minutes later Harvey Burgess was brought down in the box for a penalty, Burgess took the
resulting spot kick which was smartly saved by the K-Sports keeper to keep the game 2-0 at the
interval.
Second Half started as per the first. On 51 Minutes Aden Radojevic picked the ball up from 35 yards
and drove at the K Sports back 4 before unleashing a ferocious left footed drive from 20 yards which
nestled in the bottom right hand corner to give the wasps a 3-0 advantage.
On 63 minutes the Wasps were awarded their second penalty of the night after Joe Green was
brought down in the box. Skipper Jamie Rodd stepped up and again the K Sports keeper pulled off a
great save as the young wasps rued their second penalty miss of the night.
However the disappointment was short lived. Just 3 minutes later on the 66 minute mark. A clever
break down the right fed Jamie Waghorn into the box, his initial shot was saved, but there was
Harvey Burgess on hand to smash home the rebound for 4-0.
The young Wasps were now in dominant mood and created further chances whilst controlling
possession.
In the 92nd Minute a sloppy free kick was given away at the edge of the box which K Sports duly
dispatched for a consolation goal. Full Time 4-1

